Abstract
Introduction
The DARPA High Productivity Computing Systems (HPCS) program has challenged supercomputer vendors to increase development productivity in high-performance scientific computing by a factor of 10 by the year 2010 (the start of the HPCS program was in 2002). Participants in the HPCS program recognized that introducing new programming languages is important for meeting this productivity goal, and three languages have emerged as a result of this initiative: Chapel (Cray), X10 (IBM), and Fortress (Sun).
These languages have significantly improved the programmability of high-performance scientific codes through the use of higher-level language constructs, object-oriented design, and higher-level abstractions for arrays, loops and distributions [10] . Unfortunately, high programmability often comes at a price of lower performance. The initial implementations of these higher-level abstractions in the HPCS languages can sometimes result in up to two orders of magnitude longer execution times when compared to current languages such as Fortran, C, and Java. This paper addresses efficient array implementation for high productivity languages, particularly X10. In Section 3.1 we present an interprocedural array rank analysis algorithm that automatically infers exact ranks of rankfree array variables in many X10 programs. We also describe an array transformation strategy (Section 3.4), that uses the results from our rank analysis algorithm to convert general X10 arrays into lower-level, more efficient Java arrays. These two techniques, combined with object inlining of points [5, 14, 15] result in performance improvements of up to two orders of magnitude.
In Section 4, we validate our techniques on a set of parallel Java Grande benchmarks [12] . Several of these benchmarks are rewritten in X10 to use the X10 high-level loop constructs, points and regions for manipulating arrays, and rank-free array computation in places where such abstractions improve the readability, expressiveness and generality of the program. We show that the combination of our techniques results in very large performance improvements, up to more than two orders of magnitude in some cases. The results show that our optimizations also help improve the scalability of X10 programs by demonstrating that relative performance improvements over the unoptimized versions increase as we scale the parallelism from 1 CPU to 64 CPUs. The applicability of our techniques extends to constructs in other HPCS languages, such as domains in Chapel (which are similar to X10's regions) and tuples in Fortress (which are similar to X10's points). In Section 6 we summarize the results of this paper and suggest some directions for future research in the context of the Habanero multicore software research project at Rice University [11] . a) Java version: 
X10 Arrays
X10 provides powerful high-level array syntax that allows programmers to code array computations in a highly productive manner. As an example, consider the Java code fragment shown in Figure 1 (a) from the Java Grande Forum [12] SOR benchmark 1 . Note that the Java version involves many explicit array index manipulations and explicit loops bounds that can be error prone. In contrast, the rankspecific X10 version (Figure 1(b) ) uses a single for loop to iterate over all the points in the inner region (R inner), and also uses point expressions of the form "t+[-1,0]" to access individual array elements in a stencil computation. One consequence of the point-wise for loop in the X10 version is that (by default) it leads to an allocation of a new point object in every iteration for the index and for all subscript expressions, thereby significantly degrading performance.
In addition to point expressions, X10 also promotes productivity by enabling programmers to develop rankindependent array computations. Figure 1(c) shows an alternate rank-independent X10 version of the SOR array computation. In this case, an additional loop is introduced to compute the weighted sum, instead of hard-coding the stencil as in Figure 1(b) . Note that the computation performed by the nested t and s for loops in this version can be reused unchanged for different values of R inner and stencil. During compilation, the X10 compiler translates X10 code into Java. It also transforms all X10 arrays into objects, and array accesses (read or write) into get and set method calls. These get and set method calls can be very expensive in general, especially if they occur within the innermost loop which is very often the case. To address this problem, this paper presents a compiler technique for automatically converting high-level X10 arrays into a more efficient lower-level representation.
X10 General Array Conversion
The algorithm for converting general X10 arrays into an efficient lower-level implementation consist of three phases. The first phase, Rank Analysis, infers the concrete ranks of all the X10 arrays in the program and is described in Section 3.1. The second phase, Safety Analysis, determines which X10 arrays can be safely converted into Java arrays, using the rank information computed in Phase 1, and is described in Section 3.2. The last phase of the algorithm is the actual conversion of the code manipulating X10 arrays into code operating directly on the underlying Java arrays (Section 3.4).
Rank Analysis
This section describes the type inference algorithm we use to discover the ranks of X10 arrays. Recall, the generality of X10 arrays enables programmers to develop rank independent code by omitting array dimensionality at the declaration site. Our whole-program analysis first uses intraprocedural analysis to capture local rank information from array assignments. We then perform interprocedural analysis to obtain rank information arising from both X10 array method arguments and methods returning X10 arrays. Figure 2 shows our rank inference algorithm.
The rank information flows from right to left in the rank inference algorithm. That is to say, in an assignment, the inferred rank of the left hand side is the lower (in the type lattice sense) of the rank of the right hand side and the previous rank of the left hand side. Similarly for a method call (in which the parameter passing can be conceptually thought of as assignments of actual parameters to formal parameters), the rank information flows from actual to formal parameters.
The rank inference algorithm can be implemented to run in O(n) time, where n is the number of AST nodes in the whole program. We put an AST node on a worklist every time an element of the expression has its rank lowered. Since the rank lattice is of finite height (3), the rank of each AST node con be lowered at most 2 times ( to a number to ⊥), each AST node will go on the worklist at most 3 times, resulting in O(n) algorithm complexity. 
Safety Analysis
In addition to gathering precise rank information, our type inference algorithm also employs a safety analysis algorithm to ensure that it is safe to transform an X10 general array into a more efficient representation. The alternate representation we currently use is the Java array. An X10 array is marked as unsafe if an operation is performed on it that cannot be supported by Java array operations. Figure 3 . Safety analysis algorithm Figure 3 shows the high-level description of the safety analysis algorithm we perform before transforming X10 arrays to Java arrays. One detail worth mentioning is that our algorithm performs a two-way safety inference. We utilize safety information on the left hand side of an assignment to infer safety information for the right hand side and vice versa, thereby reducing safety analysis to an equivalence partitioning problem. Our algorithm incorporates this twoway strategy for method arguments and formal parameters as well.
Extensions for Increased Precision
The Rank analysis and Safety analysis algorithms as presented in this section are fairly easy to understand and implement as linear-time flow-insensitive and contextinsensitive algorithms. We have also designed more complex flow-sensitive and context-sensitive versions of these algorithms that can potentially compute more precise rank and safety information, leading to better optimization.
For the set of applications we used as benchmarks in this paper these extensions do not produce more precise results, thus we chose to omit a more detailed discussion of these extensions and only include a brief summary here.
SSA Form: The Rank Analysis and Safety Analysis algorithms described on Figures 2 and 3 are flow insensitive. Thus, if an array variable a is reassigned an array of a different rank than before, it will get ⊥ as its rank, which can further get propagated to other variables involved in computation with a. Similarly, if a variable is marked unsafe for conversion into a Java array, it will prevent conversion of all occurrences of that variable into a Java array, even if they could potentially be safely converted in different regions of the code. This source of imprecision can be eliminated by converting the code into SSA form [4] . The φ nodes in the SSA form are treated similarly to an assignment: the rank of the variable on the left hand side gets assigned a merge() of the ranks of all the argument variables to the φ function. Since rank analysis does not involve any code reorganization, conversion from the SSA form back into the original form is simple and doesn't involve any copy coalescing [6] .
Type Jump Functions: The two algorithms, as described here, can propagate rank and safety information through infeasible paths in the call graph. If a method is called at one site with an argument of rank 2, and at another site with an argument of rank 1, the formal array parameter will receive ⊥ as its rank, and it may then propagate this lower type through the return variable back into the caller code.
This imprecision can be avoided by using type jump functions [8] for method calls. The idea behind type jump functions is to encapsulate the relation between the types of actual arguments to a method and the type of the return argument. Since rank and safety information are essentially types, this method generalization can be used to increase the precision of the rank and safety analysis algorithms. If a type jump function describes a method m as accepting the argument of rank R and returning a value of rank R − 1, then this method can be analyzed independently at different call sites and will propagate the correct values for the rank, even if the ranks of the arguments at different call sites are different.
During the conversion of X10 arrays into Java arrays, a method with polymorphic rank arguments has to be cloned to variants with the specific ranks that are determined by the call site. The most aggressive approach is to convert as many X10 arrays as possible by generating as many variants of the method as there are call sites with different sets of ranks for actual arguments. Alternatively, to avoid code explosion, the compiler can generate a limited set of variants for the most profitable call paths, and leave the default variant that uses unconverted X10 arrays for the general case.
Type jump functions for the safety analysis, while similar to those for rank analysis, are simpler since the only two "types" a variable can have are safe and unsafe.
Array Transformation
Once we have completed the array rank and safety analysis, we begin the transformation from X10 arrays to the more efficient representation (Java array). There are two main steps in this process. First, we convert each declared X10 array to our analyzed precise type. Second, we must convert the X10ArrayAccess AST nodes into the ArrayAccess AST nodes. The X10 compiler makes the distinction between these two types of nodes so that only the X10ArrayAccess can accept a point expression as an argument. As a result, during the conversion process, we must also convert any point valued subscript expression into equivalent integer-valued expressions since we cannot perform a Java array access with a point object. We use a variant of Object Inlining [5] optimization to convert the X10 points into integer values [15] .
Performance Results
The performance results reported in this section were obtained using the following system settings:
• The target system is a IBM 64-way 2.3 GHz Power5+ SMP with 512 GB main memory.
• The Java runtime environment used is the IBM J9 virtual machine (build 2.4, J2RE 1.6.0) which includes the IBM TestaRossa (TR) Just-in-Time (JIT) compiler [19] . The following internal TR JIT options were used for all X10 runs: -Options to enable classes to be preloaded, and each method to be JIT-compiled at a high ("very hot") optimization level on its first execution.
-An option to ignore strict conformance with IEEE floating point.
• A special skip checks option was used for some of the results to measure the opportunities for optimization. This option directs the JIT compiler to disable all runtime checks (array bounds, null pointer, divide by zero).
• Version 1.5 of the X10 compiler and runtime [22] were used for all executions. This version supports implicit syntax [21] for place-remote accesses. In addition, all runs were performed with the number of places set to 1, so all runtime "bad place" checks [7] were disabled.
• The default heap size was 2GB, except for one set of results that studied the impact of reducing the heap size.
• For all runs, the main program was extended with a three-iteration loop within the same Java process, and the best of the three times was reported in each case. This configuration was deliberately chosen to reduce the impact of JIT compilation time, garbage collection and other sources of perturbation in the performance comparisons.
The benchmarks studied in this paper are X10 ports of benchmarks from the Java Grande [12] suite. We compare three versions of each benchmark:
1. The light versions use X10 concurrency constructs such as async and finish, while directly using low-level Java arrays as in [3] . While this version does not support the productivity benefits of higherlevel X10 arrays, it serves as a performance target for the optimizations presented in this paper.
2. The unoptimized versions use unoptimized X10 programs with high-level array constructs, obtained using the X10 reference implementation on SourceForge [22].
3. The optimized versions use the same input program as the unoptimized cases, with the optimizations introduced in this paper applied. Table 1 shows the raw execution times for the unoptimized and optimized versions, and Figure 4 shows the relative speedup obtained due to optimization. As can be seen in Table 1 and Figure 4 , the performance improvements due to optimization can be very significant, reaching as a high as a factor of 266×. The reason "series" behaves differently in Table 1 is due to the fact that its frequently-executed code regions are dominated by scalar computations. As a result, our array optimizations have very limited opportunities to impact performance for this benchmark. However, as shown in Table 1 , the optimization opportunities are much larger for other scientific applications that are array intensive (as is the norm). Figure 5 shows the performance gap between "X10 Optimized" and "X10 Light" (Version 1). The gap is at most 16% for MonteCarlo), but is under 1% in most other cases. In Figure 5 , the reason why "X10 Optimized" delivers better performance than "X10 Light" for LUFact is because the address arithmetic present in the "X10 Light" version was naturally factored out in the "X10 Optimized" version due to the use of region iterators and points. We could modify the "X10 Light" version in this case to match the code that would be generated by the "X10 Optimized" version, but we instead chose to be faithful to the original Java Grande Forum benchmark structure when creating the "X10 Light" versions.
Next, we discuss the impact of our transformations on parallel performance. Table 2 shows the relative scalability of the Optimized and Unoptimized X10 versions. Since the biggest difference was observed for the sparsematmult benchmark, we use Figures 6 and Figure 7 to further study this behavior for that benchmark. Figure 6 illustrates that the optimized sparsematmult benchmark scales better than the unoptimized version with an initial minimum heap size of 2 GB. Figure 7 shows that decreasing the initial minimum heap size to the default (4MB) value further increases the gap in scalability, suggesting that garbage collection is a major scalability factor in the Unoptimized case. This is further supported by the fact that Unoptimized version allocates a large number of point objects with short life times. The Optimized version mitigates this problem by inlining point objects. Note that in all these results, the Optimized speedup is relative to the 1-CPU optimized performance, and the Unoptimized speedup is relative to the 1-CPU unoptimized performance.
Related Work
FALCON [17] , a compiler for translating MATLAB programs into Fortran 90, performs both static and dynamic type inference. Statically, FALCON's compiler analysis attempts to derive precise intrinsic types when possible, resolving type ambiguity by choosing the more general type. Dynamically, when a variable's type is unknown, the compiler inserts a runtime check to determine if the type is real or complex, cloning the code for both possible cases. Since we do not define a partial order for ranks using a subtype relationship, when ambiguity cannot be resolved using specialization, we resolve the rank to ⊥. MAJIC [1] using speculation. If speculation fails at runtime, the JIT recompiles the code using runtime type information. Both the FALCON and MAJIC type inference schemes are limited compared to our precise type inference with type jump functions since neither uses symbolic variables to resolve types.
The use of equivalence sets in our type analysis algorithm builds on past work on equivalence analysis [2, 16] and constant propagation [20] . As in constant propagation, we have a lattice of bounded height ≤ 3. By computing the meet-over-all-paths, our type inference may be more conservative than Sagiv's [18] type inference dynamic programming algorithm for finding the meet-over-all-validpaths solution. Other type inference algorithms such as Joisha [13] provide novel solutions to type problems with lattices of unbounded height (e.g., array shape).
The idea of creating specialized method variants based on the calling context is related to specialized library variant generation derived from type jump functions [8] . Our actual transformation from X10 general array to a more efficient form is similar to object inlining [5, 9] . There are differences between this work and past work on APL analysis and optimization. APL, a dynamic language, requires a runtime system with support for untyped variables (and incurs the overhead of such a system). In contrast, X10 is statically typed, except that an array's rank/region is treated as part of its value rather than its type. Further, a major thrust of past work on APL optimization has been to identify scalar variables. The X10 type system differentiates between scalars and arrays. Hence, performance improvements for X10 must come from sources other than type analysis and scalar identification.
Conclusions and Future Work
This paper makes 2 primary contributions. First, it provides an algorithm to generate rank-specific efficient array computations from applications that use productive rankindependent general X10 arrays. The algorithm propagates X10 array rank information to generate the more efficient Java arrays with precise ranks. Our results demonstrate that we can generate efficient array representations and come within 84% of the baseline for each benchmark and within 99% in most cases. In the future, we plan to use equivalent codes written in C and FORTRAN as the baseline for our performance results. The second contribution is the analysis of how our optimizations impact scalability. The optimized version of the benchmarks scales much better than the unoptimized general X10 array version. In our future work, as part of the Habanero multicore software research project at Rice University [11] , we plan to demonstrate on a wide range of applications that the techniques presented in this paper can enable programmers to develop high productivity array computations without incurring the additional runtime costs that is usually associated with utilizing higher level language abstractions.
